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Abstract: Continuous manufacturing of biologics (biopharmaceuticals) has been an area of
active research and development for many reasons, ranging from the demand for operational
streamlining to the requirement of achieving obvious economic benefits. At the same time,
biopharma strives to develop systems and concepts that can operate at similar scales for clinical
and commercial production—using flexible infrastructures, such as single-use flow paths and
small surge vessels. These developments should simplify technology transfer, reduce footprint and
capital investment, and will allow to react readily to changing market pressures while maintaining
quality attributes. Despite a number of clearly identified benefits compared to traditional batch
processes, continuous bioprocessing is still not widely adopted for commercial manufacturing.
This paper details how industry-specific technological, organizational, economic, and regulatory
barriers that exist in biopharmaceutical manufacturing are hindering the adoption of continuous
production processes. Based on this understanding, the roles of process systems engineering (PSE),
process analytical technologies, and process modeling and simulation are highlighted as key enabling
tools in overcoming these multi-faceted barriers in today’s manufacturing environment. Of course,
we do recognize that there is also a need for a clear set of regulations to guide a transition of biologics
manufacturing towards continuous processing. Furthermore, the role played by the emerging fields
of process integration and automation as well as digitalization is explored, as these are the tools of the
future to facilitate this transition from batch to continuous production. Finally, an outlook focusing
on technology, management, and regulatory aspects is presented to identify key concerted efforts
required to drive the broad adaptation of continuous manufacturing in biopharmaceutical processes.

Keywords: continuous manufacturing; bioprocessing; process systems engineering; single-use
technology

1. Introduction: Where Are We Now

There is a growing interest in continuous biologics manufacturing in the pharmaceutical
sector, encouraged by regulatory entities such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
the International Council for Harmonization (ICH) [1–4]. Continuous manufacturing (CM) constitutes
the critical aspect of process intensification which endeavors to reduce the time, cost, and complexities
of bioprocess development and manufacturing. Several potential benefits are to be expected from its
implementation, such as sustained and steady-state operation, the promise of more consistent product
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quality and high productivity, reduced equipment size, and streamlined process flow, thus lowering
operating and capital costs [5,6]. An overall increase in sustainability can, in principle, be achieved by
switching to continuous manufacturing, in line with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals to adopt
better and more sustainable processes. However, despite the immense opportunities of continuous
over batch operation, technical and operational challenges need to be addressed and overcome for
integrated continuous bioprocessing to become a reality. Like any other disruptive “new” technology,
besides the scientific element, there are also business and human aspects involved in decision-making
that need attention. Of course, some changes are already happening, and people are currently working
to develop more of the continuous biomanufacturing technology. However, such development is
generally occurring at a much slower pace than expected. The main question to be answered is then
why adopting continuous biomanufacturing technology is, in general, extremely slow, despite the
obvious potential benefits that can be achieved by its implementation.

This manuscript aims to explore this unknown conundrum behind the slow adoption of continuous
processing in commercial biologics manufacturing despite known business benefits, innovations,
technical support, and regulatory push (Figure 1).
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1.1. Critical Views on Current Practices

On the one hand, the manufacturing of biologics is the epitome of the contemporary industry
with cutting-edge research and development, resulting in the steady discovery of novel molecules.
On the other hand, there are the manufacturing processes of these biologics, which are, even today,
to a large extent, based on inefficient batch production platforms. Since biotech production started
developing gradually, the first reactors were typically relatively small, inspired, e.g., by the dairy
industry. However, throughout the years, the need for reactor capacity and control has been growing
steadily, which has resulted in bioreactor vessels that are often up to several hundred cubic meters
in capacity. Operating these processes in a batch mode has its advantages. Namely, batch processes
require less precise and robust controls to make the desired product than continuous operation. At the
same time, the key disadvantages are the inherent inefficiencies of batch fermentation processes.
For example, several studies [7,8] have shown that continuous, or for that matter, even semi-continuous,
fermentation processes are more efficient than batch processes due to promoting gains both in
space-time yield and raw material usage.

To this end, both academia and industry have been deliberating the adoption of continuous
biologics manufacturing for over half a century. Challenges with regards to various aspects of
operation and control of the biologics process in a continuous mode were identified in this period.
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A significant number of mechanistic insights translated into several technological advancements. On the
other hand, regulatory agencies have also been evolving in support of continuous manufacturing
from the FDA guidance on process analytical technologies (PATs) in 2004 for the adoption of a
science- and risk-based approach allowing quality by design (QbD) [9] to the recent draft guidance
dedicated to continuous manufacturing [2,10]. Despite explicit knowledge, technological advancement,
and regulatory support, the implementation of continuous bioprocessing is and has been slow [11].
At best, few unit operations/steps in upstream and downstream have been implemented as continuous
processes by a minority of facilities. This, too, is limited to some large-scale biopharmaceutical products,
such as antibodies [12], insulin [13], Factor VIII, and coagulation factors [14], which essentially
require moderate processing conditions in perfusion systems and external alternating tangential flow
(ATF) filtration systems for cell retention [5,15]. Some bio-manufacturers, such as Genzyme, Bayer,
and Amgen, with considerable experience using perfusion and single-use systems for commercial
products manufacture are leaders in continuous bioprocessing implementation. Several others are still
evaluating the commercial feasibility of the technology. Commercial continuous downstream processing,
particularly chromatography operations, still remains rare. Optimistically, only one or a few out of the
multiple chromatographic steps in multi-step downstream processing having been implemented as
continuous operations. It is noteworthy that some processes claim to be “continuous” manufacturing
operations. Upon closer inspection, they are found to be parallelized upstream and downstream unit
operations that give only the “illusion” of being continuous operations. These processes are cyclical
operations with multiple batch units being sequentially scheduled to provide a consistent process flow.
In contrast, continuous bioprocessing is expected to contribute to process intensification by offering an
opportunity to simplify the processes and, thus, replace complex cyclical batch operations.

1.2. Academic Engagements Supporting the Advancement

The first challenges towards adopting continuous manufacturing in biologics were posed in terms
of knowledge gaps—pointing towards long-term stable and sterile cultivation of cells. While continuous
processing is beneficial for unstable products that cannot be left in the culture medium over the entire
cultivation period, it is not suitable for the vectors’ genetic stability and the producer cell lines.
Studies to understand cells’ microenvironment, functioning, and long-term genetic stability within the
cells were performed in great detail [16,17]. Similarly, several technological developments lowered
the risk of contamination during in situ product removal as in continuous bioprocessing [18,19].
Besides resolving the risks during continuous processing, increasing the historically low upstream
drug substance titer in batch biologics manufacturing (<1 g/L) has been an important underlying
driver for the exploration of continuous processing in biologics [20]. A solution came with perfusion
processes that kept cell counts constant while exchanging culture supernatants with fresh media at
regular intervals. However, this solution came with several process systems engineering challenges
such as (i) inhomogeneity in the continuous bioreactor vessel, including nutrient shortages or regions
of cell accumulation; (ii) maintenance of sterility in the long run; (iii) increase in process development
cost and time due to complex continuous culture systems in labs; and (iv) regulatory expectation
towards developing a complex control strategy addressing time invariance in a continuous run.

As mentioned, the presence of heterogeneities in the continuous bioreactor vessel continues
to be one of the main challenges in the manufacturing of biologics. However, not easy to tackle,
new technologies are being developed to investigate and improve this. For example, recently,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been the focus of growing interest in the study of mixing,
mass transfer, and substrate gradients in (bio)reactors [21]. Furthermore, CFD, when coupled
with compartmental modeling, has been shown to be a powerful tool for process design and
optimization [22,23]. Another promising approach for the monitoring of real gradients inside the
bioreactor is, for example, the use of free-floating sensors [24]. Since in long perfusion processes,
membrane fouling and blocking were observed, newer technologies for external cell retention such
as ATF filtration were developed and widely adopted [15]. In an ATF system, a feed stream through
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hollow fibers is regularly reversed to wash off material that can clog the pores. Similarly, with respect
to agility in process development and handling the complexity of continuous equipment, innovative
PAT techniques (Section 3.2) and process control strategies (including process modeling and advanced
process control approaches) (Section 3.3) and robotics and automation (Section 3.2) have been the key
focus in academic research bringing new solutions [25,26]. These innovations are expected to simplify
operation, improve process robustness, and reduce handling efforts significantly.

Furthermore, due to the inherent multi-step nature of the process, the implementation of continuous
operations is complicated in downstream processing. However, downstream processing of biologics
usually represents 50–80% of the manufacturing cost, making commercial batch manufacturing very
inefficient and expensive [26]. Thus, significant research efforts on the development of continuous
downstream processes were made in recent decades to offer improved use of the column capacity
and increased resolution efficiency. A better resin capacity use and column lifetime exploitation
are particularly essential when expensive protein and resins are involved in the protein capture
step of downstream processing. Most of the current studies on continuous downstream processing
have been carried out on monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) for two key reasons: first, mAbs comprise
the most significant segment of biopharmaceutical products under development and getting ready
for commercial manufacturing; second, the use of three chromatography steps—Protein A affinity,
cation-exchange (CEX), and anion-exchange (AEX)—already provides a standardized route for
achieving high purities and high recoveries, but it is in need of a fresh intensification focus.
Therefore, several methods and multi-column systems for continuous liquid chromatography have been
developed in recent years, several of which translated into commercially available solutions, such as
ÄKTA PCC (GE Healthcare), BioSC® (Novasep), BioSMB® (Pall Life Sciences), and Contichrom®

(ChromaCon® AG) [27]. Next to innovation in the established production route, innovative separation
technologies have been proposed using computational modeling and simulation. For example,
Castilho et al. [28] developed Protein A membrane adsorbers and utilized computational fluid
dynamics to design a rotating disk filter.

Besides individual research in academia and industry, several collaborative platforms also aim to
address these challenges. A non-exhaustive list of such collaborative platforms enabling development
and adoption of continuous manufacturing technologies in bioprocessing is given in Table 1. Some of
the key focus points for these groups include accelerating the biopharmaceutical innovation, developing
adaptive process control and advanced sensing for robust quality in biomanufacturing, demonstrating
the commercial feasibility of new technologies, and enabling the biopharmaceutical manufacturing
workforce for new and future manufacturing technologies. Such collaborations are playing an
increasingly important role in pushing the accepted state of the art on technology and its knowledge,
as well as helping in developing a well-educated workforce that can address the challenges related to
the introduction of novel production technology.

Table 1. Some of the collaborative platforms that enable the development and adoption of new
manufacturing technologies such as continuous bioprocessing.

Collaborative Platforms Kind/Lead Purpose

Biomanufacturing consortium
(BioMAN)

Industry–academia collaboration
lead by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT)

Several stakeholders work together to develop
new knowledge, science, technologies, and
strategies to improve biomanufacturing [29].

BioPhorum consortium Cross-industry collaboration

Connecting most big biopharmaceutical
manufacturers and suppliers collaboratively to
produce technical documents to explore, propose,
and define industry best practices on the topics
mentioned earlier [30].
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Table 1. Cont.

Collaborative Platforms Kind/Lead Purpose

National Institute for Innovation
in Manufacturing
Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL)

Public–private partnership,
manufacturing innovation
institutes funded through a
cooperative agreement with the
National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)

To achieve a public–private partnership to enable
more efficient and rapid manufacturing
capabilities and biopharmaceutical
manufacturing workforce to accelerate
biopharmaceutical innovation.

BIOPRO cluster
Industry–academia collaboration
lead by Technical University of
Denmark (DTU)

Developing new ways of making bio-based
production more efficient and sustainable by
reducing the consumption of energy and raw
materials while improving yields [31].

2. What Is Creating This Disjoint

The initial implementation of continuous bioprocessing was slow due to technical challenges.
Similar to other technological advancements and new solutions development, it could be argued that
the benefits of continuous processing outweigh its challenges and constraints. Hence, even though
many biologics firms have been successfully operating continuous manufacturing plants for years, it is
esoteric that continuous bioprocessing has not implemented a typical technology lifecycle paradigm.
The negative assessment from within the industry, despite known business and quality benefits,
lies in many different dimensions of decision making for technology adoption (Figure 1). From a
practical point of view, a migration to continuous manufacturing, both during clinical trials and mass
manufacturing, requires approval at a senior executive level. However, with the need to maintain
quarterly and yearly performance figures, it means that a drive towards continuous manufacturing,
which requires a more long-term time horizon to be truly beneficial, becomes a tough sell. As expected,
business priorities and decision making are often driven by short-term goals, visible challenges,
and deeply entrenched mental models rooted in batch manufacturing technologies (Figure 2).
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In the following section, we look into various dimensions as the cause for the slow adoption of
industry’s continuous biologics manufacturing.

2.1. Are Costs or Regulators to Blame

It is often argued that the biopharmaceutical industry will eventually evolve towards continuous
processing, similar to the trends observed in other industrial sectors such as oil, food, and paper
manufacturing. That is, however, not really happening. Such arguments ignore the considerable
differences in the required processing capacity and product value in the manufacturing of biologics.
It is safe to say that a biologics plant that processes anywhere near the per-day processing capacity
of plants in the aforementioned industrial sectors will never be needed. Thus, a business case never
truly stands if driven by the need to be continuous on a capacity basis [5]. In general, much of the
cost advantage from continuous processing comes from intensifying the process, resulting in smaller
equipment footprints (compared with batch and fed-batch systems) and, consequently, lower capital
investments. Simultaneously, smaller facilities are more comfortable to expand or replicate as back-up
systems at multiple sites. Moreover, it is essential to realize that biopharmaceutical manufacturing is
currently challenged by questions that are very different from the questions faced by the biopharma
industry of the past, built on the heritage of blockbuster drugs, and faced during its development and
manufacturing. Under development, the current biopharma portfolio is a collection of smaller targeted
treatments, requiring a flexible and economical production option for these products instead of hitting
a capacity dead-end. Thus, it is crucial to make a correct comparison while building the business case
for the continuous manufacturing of biologics.

The early discourse presented regulatory aspects as the biggest hurdle on the road toward the
actual implementation of continuous bioprocessing. However, over the past few years, regulatory
agencies such as the FDA appeared to be a strong supporter of continuous bioprocessing as it reduces
manual interference with product streams and improves process control and quality. In this context,
the agency also recommends using QbD principles to establish sufficient process robustness [9].
However, it is still challenging to develop proper scale-down models, which are prerequisites for this
approach. While running experiments for this purpose, the prohibitively expensive experimental
campaigns associated with media costs alone restrict this [32]. Different strategies are being investigated
to avert these costs potentially (Figure 3). For example, Tajsoleiman et al. (2019) [22] explored the use
of compartmental modeling by the automatic conversion of fully developed CFD (bio)reactor models
into compartment models. This approach is highly efficient and can be used as a strategy to develop a
scale-down model of the process/equipment [33].
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Furthermore, for the same purpose, the application of continuous hollow-fiber bioreactors and
miniaturized stirred bioreactors (MSBRs) (or small scale reactors in general) as well as microfluidics is
currently being explored [34]. While a hollow-fiber system can be as small as 2.5 mL, it is not easy to
measure process parameters. On the other side, although easier to measure parameters, the minimum
volume for commercially available MSBRs is finally scaling-down to actual low volumes, such as 15 mL
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and 250 mL volume Ambr® systems [35]. Similarly, a few commercial microfluidic perfusion systems
without active mixing are also currently available. Most of these systems struggle with challenges
such as the inability to incorporate control of pH and dissolved gases. Tajsoleiman et al. [33] reviewed
opportunities, critical parameters, and challenges of implementing MSBRs for scale-down purposes.

2.2. Realization of Flexible and Intensified Manufacturing

Success for a modern biopharma company strongly depends on operational flexibility to adjust
production capacity in response to rapidly changing demand forecast, unexpected failures in late-stage
clinical trials, or faster than expected clinical adoption. With smart batch definitions, scale-up could be
enabled simply by extending a perfusion process’ duration in continuous processing. Capacity use is
improved when only a small number of long-duration campaigns are performed, reducing the number
of required product change-overs [36]. Moreover, continuous bioprocessing plants are often made
specifically for a single process/product, with little or no intention of adapting the same equipment
for a different process. However, this translates into an inherently low facility flexibility level with
long continuous operation run times. It also limits the degree of flexibility a company has to switch
quickly between different products. Process intensification to achieve final titers similar to conventional
upstream processes in a shorter timeframe and a modular biomanufacturing platform have been
proposed as strategies to regain the degree of flexibility.

Early-stage process development and clinical manufacturing are often critical to getting a new
product into clinical trials. Clinical delays due to process development or manufacturing issues can
be very costly. Although many firms have successfully operated continuous perfusion for years,
it is generally not seen as a more reliable production method than (fed-)batch, especially at the early
stage. On the other hand, standard fed-batch culture services are offered by many biologics contract
manufacturers. Perfusion culture services are far less common and, even when found, are readily
available only with the particular cell retention method already in use by that vendor. The compatibility
of that method for a specific process may take time to resolve. Such early-stage challenges often impact
early decisions about the most appropriate way to use the available manufacturing technology to meet
the demand and timeline. Even at the commercial scale, two significant biopharmaceutical shortages
occurred due to commercial production problems using continuous perfusion systems. Therefore,
it is crucial to improve design, characterization, and protocol standardization methods to improve
continuous bioprocessing predictability and confidence.

2.3. The Dilemma of Technology Evolution—Continuous Stainless Steel vs. Single-Use

Continuous processing equipment manufacturers and users report that many of the problems long
associated with perfusion and continuous bioprocessing have been resolved in recent years by applying
innovative technologies, including new developments in single-use equipment. All the necessary
building blocks for a fully disposable continuous value stream exist—bioreactors, cell-retention
devices, prepacked columns, and filters. However, for very high cell densities aimed for titer increase,
disposable/single-use bioreactors are not recommended. At some point, in single-use bioreactors,
the dissolved oxygen (DO) level might become a limiting factor for high cell densities. In such cases,
continuous processing at a sufficient scale is not possible due to limits of oxygen transfer rates and
pressure limits of welded seams in the plastic bags. A high cell concentration also generates heat that is
difficult to transfer across insulating plastic layers.

While single-use or disposable systems provide much more flexibility, an inevitable concern
appears regarding these systems’ environmental sustainability. In a world where people are worried
about grocery bags and disposable cups, justifying an industry’s transition from multi-use stainless
steel to disposable plastic adds another dimension of concern. Although the waste output from
biomanufacturing is only a fraction, appropriate waste disposal procedures are crucial to adopting
these systems, especially towards scale-up uses. The process intensification supported by continuous
manufacturing can, in fact, help to reduce the footprint and improve sustainability. Thus, although the
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two technology trends look to be competing, they are mutually enabling the future of bioprocessing.
Table 2 compares the benefits and challenges of the two manufacturing platforms—continuous stainless
steel vs. single-use systems.

Table 2. Benefits and challenges that single-use systems can offer compared to stainless steel-based
manufacturing platforms.

Multi-Use Stainless Steel Systems Single-Use Systems

Benefits

• Well-known systems with standardization
• Less disposable waste
• Available in large capacities
• More advanced sampling and process control

• Capacity flexibility
• Can be easily scaled out
• Easy product/facility changeover
• Reduced cleaning validation
• Lower energy demand and water use
• Lower risk of contamination

Challenges

• Inflexible infrastructure
• Challenging in scale-up
• Higher maintenance requirements, utilities
• Cleaning validation required
• Higher risk of contamination
• Higher capital expenditure (CAPEX) required

to start

• Lack of mechanical strength, i.e.,
difficult scale-up

• Waste generation
• Risk of extractables and leachables
• Lack of standardization
• Requirement of sustainable supply

of consumables
• More dependence on automation and a very

skilled operator needed

2.4. Organisational Readiness

From a management perspective, it should be noted that multiple stakeholders are involved
in successfully implementing continuous biologics manufacturing—for both clinical trials and,
more importantly, consumers. One key stakeholder that is often overlooked is the plant operations
department. With the inherent variations present in raw materials and processes, an argument can
be made that plant operations would instead prefer to operate batch units (where these variations
can be more easily dealt with) instead of dealing with the precise operations required for continuous
manufacturing. Besides, operating a new type of process requires plant operations to develop
appropriate strategies and train operators to understand and respond to a new set of operational
challenges. Thus, onboarding plant operations at an early stage of process design and reducing their
burden of a late-stage switch from batch to continuous operations play a major role in gathering a
critical mass of support to implement continuous production technologies.

Considering an alternative perspective, it can be argued that for biologic firms focused on drug
discovery as the main form of innovation, the introduction of novel production methodologies can
be seen as a distraction. This is because the primary “value creation”, i.e., the economic benefit,
happens through drug discovery. From an organization’s point of view, the production process
is just the “vehicle” used to mass-produce these drugs. It may be argued in such a case that any
“economic benefit” that can be achieved by improved production is minor in comparison to drug
discovery, and the pursuit of such improvements can “jeopardize” the focus on more significant sources
of economic benefit. To this end, generic and control biologic manufacturers might have a greater
willingness to consider novel technologies such as continuous manufacturing processes, as their core
business model is founded on “cost-efficient production”.
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3. What Can Be Done to Improve the Situation

3.1. Need for More PSE Case Studies to Build Confidence

There have been significant knowledge-driven advancements in continuous bioprocessing
technologies. Perfusion processing is now significantly less complex, less prone to contamination,
and more readily scalable than previously. Similarly, multiple solutions for continuous downstream
processing have intensified the process to accommodate the increased titers and processing rate.
A cost-of-goods analysis on consumables has shown a 6–10-fold cost reduction from the conventional
batch to the intensified continuous process [8]. Thus, the negative assessments from within the industry
of continuous perfusion and downstream processing may, overall, reflect a lack of direct exposure or
experience with continuous technology combined with a relative lack of case studies documenting
success [11]. Case studies and reports of superior performance, when compared to existing batch
platforms, will further help the rapid adoption of continuous bioprocessing. Moreover, such case
studies can reflect business drivers’ alignment during research and development of a biologics drug
and its commercial manufacturing to create a supportive environment (Figure 4). The business drivers
during research and development are focused on maximizing knowledge acquisition with minimal
expenditure. As “kiss” or “kill” is an approach regarding either continuation or termination heavily
used in early stage of drug development, a knowledge spill-over across projects is a supporting driver.
In fact, nine times out of 10, candidate molecules that show promise at the early stage of development
fail at later trials. Therefore, while accuracy in such a decision is critical for ultimate success, a delay in
search of accuracy comes with a heavy cost due to the fact that there are many candidate molecules at
the early stage. At the later stages, the speed and flexibility in process technology for achieving capacity
for clinical supplies and later-stage market demand drive the development strategy. On the commercial
side, business drivers focus on maximizing supplies and savings while maintaining the promised
quality. This involves improving the process’ robustness by continued process validation programs,
continuous improvement projects for lean manufacturing, and efficient product facility change-overs.
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Furthermore, analyzing the inherently negative perception of new process technologies by plant
operations and management, in general, can be traced to the nature in which the performance of these
individuals is assessed. In particular, the primary objective of management and plant operations is to
achieve a high level of plant “uptime” while guaranteeing “on-specification” production, with minimal
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operator intervention. In other words, the obvious choice is, then, to operate technologies that are
robust and well understood by the operators. From a systems thinking standpoint, these two risk
factors can be categorized into (i) technology risk (the likelihood that a new technology fails); and (ii)
plant-wide operational risk (the reduction in operational flexibility due to the new technology).

Process systems engineering methods can be employed to systematically assess (and thus manage)
these two risks during technology development and implementation. One such method is the concept
of technology readiness level (TRL). The TRL was originally developed by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) to assess space technology development but has now been adopted in
other areas, including bio-based production [37]. The TRL provides a systematic framework in which
technology readiness can be easily estimated based on literature and publicly available information.
This framework also provides a guide on how to factor in the TRL’s economic consequences of new
technology. While these frameworks are not explicitly developed to rate the technology development
in biologics production, they can be adopted to make informed decisions based on “facts and figures”
rather than on perception. Thus, the TRL allows technology developers to identify key areas of
improvements throughout the design process.

Similarly, the plant-wide operational risk introduced by new technology can be systematically
evaluated (and thus managed) based on a systematic assessment. For example, the framework
presented in [38], which was initially intended to rate process control configurations, can be adopted
to systematically assess the economic consequences of reducing operational flexibility due to the
implementation of new technologies. In this particular framework, the concepts of layer of protection
analysis (LOPA) and net present value (NPV) analysis are employed to quantify the consequences.
This type of analysis allows both the technology developer and plant operations to chart a minimal risk
path to implementation. This can include steps such as the development of validated plant-wide process
models or the use of modified benchmark simulations to demonstrate the plant-wide ramification that
a new process technology will bring. Moreover, the development of built-in redundancies, as well as
implementation strategies, minimize plant-wide ramifications.

3.2. PAT Solutions and Robotics for Better Control

From a pure process control point of view, both continuous and batch production processes
have unique characteristics that make their control difficult. One of the most important differences
between continuous bioprocessing and batch or even fed-batch operations is in their required level
of control sophistication [39]. For a fed-batch process, the objective of process control is mainly to
achieve a given feeding profile while ensuring that variables such as pH and temperature are kept in
check. The fact that the content within a vessel (e.g., fermentation) changes over time means that there
is a need to adjust the controls’ behavior to account for these variations. In academia, an extensive
body of work can be found on batch process optimization and control, including the use of machine
learning techniques, such as Kalman filters, neural networks [40], adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
systems (ANFISs) [41], or evolutionary algorithms [42]. However, in practice, industrial batch and
fed-batch operations imply a minimum degree of automation and, in many instances, require operators
to carry out manual tasks (e.g., nutrient addition). For example, in fermentation operations, pH and
temperature controllers are present, while fed-batch operations may follow a pre-determined feeding
regime. In batch bioprocessing, this is an acceptable practice as operators can prolong or shorten the
fermentation processes to counter all other variations.

On the other hand, continuous bioprocesses have a simpler technical requirement as the objective
of the control structure is to maintain a set point where, in principle, the content within the vessel/unit
operation stays the same as raw materials are added continuously and products are removed
continuously. Nonetheless, in practice, the control of continuous processes is far more complex.
First of all, available measurement devices are unable to measure state variables of interest directly.
Thus, it requires inferences to be made to determine key variables (e.g., the concentration of product
in a continuous fermentation). In situations where key state variables can be measured, there is a
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limitation in the number of measurements that can be performed in a given time frame and in the
fact that significant time is needed to carry out the analysis. Furthermore, unlike batch processes,
where variables (e.g., pH and temperature) must be tightly controlled, in continuous manufacturing,
process variations must be detected by monitoring key state variables, and appropriate real-time
control action is to be taken to counteract these variations. While these objectives can be accomplished
from a base layer control structure, a hierarchical advanced regulatory control structure must be
ensured for the purpose of within-specification operations. To achieve this and, thus, introduce an
integrated process control approach, one of the strategies is to embed novel sensors to monitor the
critical control parameters of key processes in real-time.

As emphasized by the FDA [43], novel control and monitoring approaches are necessary to
improve and ensure product quality in continuous biologics manufacturing. These strategies, such as
PAT solutions [44] and the introduction of an industrial automation hierarchy, play a detrimental role
in adapting to future demands and are, thus, essential for the robust and dependable monitoring and
control of bioprocesses. However, depending on the TRL of advanced sampling methods, the time
needed for process monitoring and control might be reduced, which is highly desired.

Among other developments in terms of sensing tools, the development and application of smart
sensors seem to pave the way for the future, facilitating the adoption of continuous manufacturing
and promoting development towards the factory of the future (smart manufacturing, also known as
Industry 4.0). Free-floating wireless sensors, advanced image analysis, spectroscopic and soft sensors,
and the use of chemometrics are some examples of smart sensing technology. They facilitate collecting
more and improved data (information-rich), thus enhancing monitoring and control tasks. In particular,
these developments break away from the traditional pressure, flow, temperature, and pH sensors that
are usually available in a manufacturing process and rather focus on generating data related to the
state of development of a process. Free-floating wireless sensors are a quite novel and bold sensing
technology, based upon non-invasive instrumented particles [45], which can provide access to process
data in a harsh environment inside an agitated bioreactor [46]

Another recent development is the use of advanced image analysis for process monitoring.
For example, current studies have demonstrated that imaging and advanced image analysis,
coupled with chemometrics and state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, are promising to
monitor fermentation [47].

On the other hand, spectroscopic sensors have been used and tested for a longer period. In theory,
they can detect several compounds simultaneously without time delay by processing the spectra
with chemometrics [48]. For example, new studies include developing infrared spectrometers [49]
and Raman spectroscopy [50], which are being modified to allow for application in the demanding
manufacturing environment.

Soft sensors are another sensing technology that has shown great promise for on-line monitoring.
They are an alternative to traditional approaches which allow for the monitoring of state variables that
affect the bioprocesses but cannot be sensed in real time otherwise [51–54]. As an advanced process
monitoring technology, they use algorithms to perform an on-line analysis to collect information
on unmeasured process state variables [44,55]. The interest in using these sensors has spiked in
recent years due to the growing computer capacity and the numerous advances in signal processing
(artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms), which are, without a doubt, the great enablers
of their successful implementation. The opportunities they bring align with the PAT initiatives and, thus,
agree with the intended shift towards smart manufacturing and, consequently, the implementation of
continuous manufacturing [49].

The use of robotics is also regarded as a promising strategy to facilitate the transition to continuous
production lines. Great examples are the use of mechanical arms for the final production steps, such as
filling millions of vials per year in big pharmaceutical companies’ filling operations. Furthermore,
robots are also being used to transport samples across factories for analysis and gradually replace
repetitive manual tasks in the production line, tasks that were, until recently, mainly carried out by
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process operators. However, despite the enticing and demonstrated usefulness, we are still in the first
stages of adopting this technology.

3.3. Modeling and Simulation

The successful shift from batch to continuous operation calls for a systematic modeling and
simulation framework to explore, test, and evaluate a set of scenarios to narrow down the list of
process candidates. Testing different scenarios on a full scale, pilot, or even lab bench is extremely
resource-demanding, especially in the biopharma industry. For example, integrated continuous
API production is barely investigated due to challenges such as the lack of process understanding
and technology readiness [56]. Thus, it seems necessary and highly beneficial to apply modeling
and simulations tools to design, control, and optimize processes when testing continuous process
alternatives. These tools have been evaluated in the chemical and fine chemical industry and academia
for many years.

Furthermore, looking at the many inherent challenges, the development of reliable in silico
plant-wide simulation models that represent, as well as make possible, the potential continuous
production of biopharmaceuticals would tremendously empower and encourage this industry to
take the next steps. Plant-wide simulation models are a comprehensive modeling approach that
requires a plug-and-play type of model development [56]. There are different types of modeling
strategies currently available [23] which vary in their degree of accuracy, from first principles models to
data-driven and even hybrid modeling. To the interested readers, Gargalo et al. (2020) [23] presented
a detailed review of the different types of modeling approaches that are available, especially for
bioprocess modeling.

Besides process understanding, optimization, and control, modeling has a significant role in the
techno-economic and sustainability evaluation of emerging platforms. For example, in this regard,
several studies have compared the impact on the overall sustainability, economics, and environmental
aspects of switching from classic stainless steel batch options to single-use equipment in continuous
biomanufacturing [57–59].

3.4. The Clarity in Regulation for Continuous Biologics Manufacturing

Beside scientific, technical, and business drivers, the adoption of industrial-scale continuous
biologics manufacturing strongly demands clear scientific and regulatory considerations for their
development, implementation, operation, and lifecycle management. The scientific guidelines, both by
the FDA and ICH, ever since the publication of FDA’s PAT guidance in 2004, have been providing
principles and concepts which apply to continuous manufacturing. Specifically, building upon the
principles and concepts described in the already published ICH guidelines, this guideline offers
clarification on CM concepts, describes scientific approaches, and presents regulatory considerations
unique to CM of drug substances and drug products. However, the need for a more clearly identified
path was more recently identified by regulators. The FDA established an Emerging Technology
Program in 2014 that works collaboratively with companies to support the adoption of a continuous
manufacturing platform. In 2019, a draft guidance on Quality Considerations for Continuous
Manufacturing was presented to clarify the FDA’s current thinking regarding innovative CM approaches
and to resolve potential issues some companies have as they consider implementation. However,
the guidance only provides recommendations for small-molecule, oral, solid drug products linked
with (abbreviated-)new drug application (ANDA/NDA) and explicitly notes that the recommendations
do not apply to biological products submitted under a biologics license application (BLA). The ICH
is, at the same time, working on the Q13 guideline on continuous manufacturing in a broader sense.
This guideline will apply to CM of drug substances and drug products for both chemical entities
and therapeutic proteins. Moreover, this guideline will apply to CM processes for new products
(e.g., new drugs, generic drugs, and biosimilars) and the conversion of batch manufacturing to CM
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processes for existing products. While such regulatory efforts are very encouraging, it is also essential
to ensure that continuous manufacturing standards are harmonized.

4. Sustainability Considerations of Continuous Manufacturing of Biopharmaceuticals:
Process Integration and Automation

Currently, all companies are pursuing viable strategies to stand by green chemistry principles and
achieve overall sustainability. As early as 2007, the pharmaceutical roundtable founded by the American
Chemical Society Green Chemistry Institute (GCI) and global pharmaceutical companies recommended
continuous manufacturing as the number one key green research field to boost green and sustainable
production [60,61]. Continuous bioprocessing requires automation, instrumentation, and process
integration, for example, by using process intensification. Integrated analytics and automation
systems open the door for on-line detection and deviation handling to make corrections without
human intervention. However, a fully integrated system would require high analytical precision,
robust control, execution, and well-defined protocols to handle the potential deviations. The next
generation of automation for bioprocessing platforms should be capable of connecting upstream
and downstream, creating an integrated continuous biomanufacturing platform. Nonetheless, a clear
disadvantage is that the more we connect and automate, the lower the systems’ flexibility is. Thus,
supervisory automation with the flexibility to switch or bypass unit operations in a lab setting to
evaluate different and experimental bioprocessing approaches is desired [62]. In a Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) environment where such flexibility within an approved workflow is not needed,
such features can be controlled through an access control system, allowing operational flexibility in
new manufacturing facilities. Thus, automation, instrumentation, and process integration enable
more effective scale-up, better product quality, safety, and greater efficiency in terms of economy and
productivity. This leads to higher raw material utilization levels, waste minimization, energy efficiency,
and better facility utilization compared to a similar batch process.

Furthermore, it is important to note that continuous manufacturing processes are more suited for
implementing smart manufacturing concepts (Industry 4.0). These concepts also promise further gains
in process efficiency and sustainability. Batch processes, due to the dynamic nature, are more dependent
on human operators to carry out complex tasks and are limited in their capabilities to carry out timely
actions. In contrast, continuous bioprocessing, due to the steady-state nature, allows employing a
higher degree of process automation for streamlining operations by continuous monitoring of the state
of control and, thus, overall sustainability.

However, one should also acknowledge that continuous production in the biomanufacturing
industry usually comes with introducing single-use and/or disposable systems. Even though they
provide flexibility, an inevitable consequence is compromising the environmental sustainability of
such processes. In a world where we try to avoid single-use plastics, such as plastic bags and bottles,
justifying the transition from multi-use stainless steel to disposable systems is a real concern. Hence,
appropriate waste disposal procedures are vital in adopting these systems, especially towards scale-up
uses [63,64].

5. Digitalization

Biologics manufacturing, like many other manufacturing industries, is being influenced by the
Industry 4.0 push. However, from the numerous concepts currently explored under the digitalization
umbrella, which spans across multiple sectors, three key advances are likely to impact the biologics
industry and create further incentives to adopt continuous manufacturing. These are smart sensors,
Big Data, and Digital Twins.

5.1. From Smart Sensors to Big Data

Smart sensors, as discussed in Section 3.2, as part of the general digitalization drive, are indeed a
promising tool to obtain large and improved datasets that better reflect the state of development of a
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process. Leveraging these data is the other half of the digitalization movement. In this case, the objective
is to take the large amount of data collected and convert it into actionable information. Initially, the aim is
to monitor a process with the intention of later using this information to change/control the process [65].
In batch production, these concepts have already been employed to predict batch end-time from
seemingly information-poor variables, such as temperature and pH. Concepts such as predictive
maintenance also leverage data to predict and schedule maintenance operations [65].

5.2. Digital Twins

Like Big Data, Digital Twins form one of the key pillars in Industry 4.0 and the digitalization
drive [23,49]. While the Digital Twins concept is somewhat vaguely defined for bio-based manufacturing,
there are two types of digital twins that can aid future development. This first type of digital twins deals
with operational support and control. For example, the use of digital twins to forecast the evolution of
a fermentation process, such as in [66]. On the other hand, a digital twin can be a digital representation
of a future production process, where it acts as a validated test-bed which can be used to refine and
build confidence in a process design prior to construction.

All these developments directly impact further strengthening of the case of continuous production
and its business case. The development of novel sensors enables collecting datasets that are needed
for “real-time” tracking of key state variables in continuous production. Simultaneously, the big
data-based process monitoring and control methods are required to ensure that the data gathered can
be turned into actionable information for the process operators and/or perform closed-loop control
action. Digital twins, on the one hand, play a similar role in producing actionable information and
providing the ability to implement closed-loop controls.

A knock-on effect of the operation supports that these elements provide, together with the high
degree of process automation, is needed for continuous production processes. This brings the need for
reduced staff for given production output. In addition, the operators who are working on continuous
production processes would operate the process through more automated operations, avoiding manual
tasks as much as possible, which are the norm in batch production.

5.3. Application of Modeling in Regulatory Decision

A unique and challenging aspect of introducing changes to pharmaceutical processes’ design and
operation is the need for regulatory bodies to approve any specific changes. To this end, a concept
such as “Digital Twins”, which, in essence, opens up towards shifting validations and testing on
a process into an in-silico environment, needs to be accepted by the regulatory bodies. Quality by
design is one such framework. It has been adopted and endorsed by the FDA, which indicates their
willingness to acknowledge the need for more in-silico-based studies to improve the precision and
speed at which process designs can be created and tested. However, the question remains whether
multiple designs (process paths) can be validated by employing the digital twin concept. At the very
least, these digital twins can be applied for building a multivariate design space and scale-down
models for commercial-scale systems, reducing the economic burden on the R&D department without
compromising the quality.

5.4. Leveraging Process Data

With the development and pilot-scale operation of hundreds of process designs in a year and
dozens of commercial production processes, pharmaceutical companies can collect a large amount of
diverse process data from operations. With the recent advances made in data-driven analytics and
the availability of “big data”, pharmaceutical companies can leverage these data to identify common
failures and successes rapidly. In turn, these situations can be further analyzed by subject matter experts
to develop process insights for an improved design and operation of future production processes.
As such, data analytics will allow pharmaceutical companies to rapidly improve process designs
as opposed to the more subdued pace at which changes usually occur. It is noteworthy that data
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analytics acts as an enabler for experts to analyze hundreds, if not thousands, of datasets effectively,
thus facilitating the gathering of insights and pro-active planning of operational changes.

6. Hybrid Facilities: Acknowledging the Best of Both Worlds

Depending on the demand and manufacturing stage, it becomes easier or more challenging to
work with single-use/disposable systems or multi-use stainless steel systems. A hybrid facility that uses
disposables and reusable systems potentially combines both systems’ benefits and could be the path
forward depending on the required capacity. This has often come to mean single-use technologies in
seed-train development. However, for upstream production, the use of stainless steel-based perfusion
bioreactors is more common, and then again using single-use systems in downstream processing for
in-process holding and filtration units. Such flexibility will automatically enable the flexibility of
connected unit operations and, thus, continuous operations while keeping the risk of contamination to
a minimal level [36].

7. Summary and Outlook

Despite the benefits of continuous over batch bioprocessing, its adoption has lagged, with few
exceptions. However, the batch manufacturing paradigm’s dominance in the industry for reasons
such as “batch processing is familiar and works very well” cannot be sustained in the long term given
the new biomanufacturing challenges. The industry-held perception of complexity in continuous
bioprocessing is becoming obsolete, as more and more new technologies and solutions are continually
improving the situation. Several academic- and industry-led consortia are working to improve the
perception regarding continuous bioprocessing by bringing the questions to the correct stakeholders
who can address them. The training provided by these initiatives to the top management of the
companies is playing an essential role in changing the perception and, at the same time, also creating
new scientists and operators that can understand and respond to a new set of operational challenges.
However, wider adoption of continuous bioprocessing will only be possible if the gaps at the technical,
management, and regulatory levels are acknowledged. As discussed in this paper, concerted efforts
are being made to abridge them. These include:

Technical:

i. Improvement in automation to allow flexibility in the design and control of continuous processes;
ii. Adoption of a “digital twin” of processes to reduce the costs and risks linked with a decision

made based on a limited set of experimental results;
iii. Application of detailed modeling and expert systems to support the development and regulatory

requirements, such as scale-down modeling;
iv. Working on hybrid approaches such as single-use and multi-use to obtain best-of-all outcomes,

thus enabling continuous manufacturing;
v. Application of “big data” to support process development, control, and regulatory filing of

a project.

Management:

i. Training on realistic situations highlighting risks and benefits of continuous manufacturing
will allow removing the barrier caused by preexisting perceptions;

ii. Acquisition of trained staff who can support the adoption of new technology;
iii. Identifying key stakeholders from across the organization and getting them involved in the

migration processes;
iv. Early alignment of R&D and commercial manufacturing business drivers to realize the extensive

benefits of continuous biologics manufacturing.
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Regulatory:

i. Clarity on the regulation of continuous vs. batch definitions under newer integrated and hybrid
biomanufacturing process designs will be very useful;

ii. Increase in acceptability of digital twins as evidence for regulatory clearance;
iii. A joint effort by regulatory agencies and industries to develop a possible roadmap for the

integrated continuous manufacturing will be highly beneficial for the biologics sector;
iv. Harmonization of continuous manufacturing standards and regulations.
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